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Memorandum of Understanding
Memorandum of Understanding

Between:

International Energy Agency – Implementing Agreement on Demand Side Management
An international Organisation with headquarters located in …… - represented by Mr. Hans Nilsson, Chairman, (hereinafter called “IEA-DSM”);

and

Central European University, an academic Institute with headquarters located in Budapest (Hungary), ……. - represented by Mr. ……, in quality of ……………, (hereinafter called “CEU”);

which are individually or collectively referred to as “a Party” or “the Parties”.

It has been agreed as follows:

PREAMBLE

IEA-DSM launched during his ExCo meeting of 15-16 April 2004 a cooperative international activity, named:

Task XIV - Market Mechanisms for White Certificates Trading

(hereinafter called Task XIV) headed by Italy and involving at present France, Norway, Sweden and United Kingdom as participants.

CEU is currently working on the White Certificates Trading matter, also through the activities of his Students for their Doctoral Theses. CEU is interested in the participation to the task XIV works with purposes of exchange of knowledge and cross fertilisation of the two organisations on the subject.

ARTICLE 1 - OBJECT OF THE COOPERATION

The object of this MOU is to define the rules for the participation of CEU to IEA-DSM Task XIV activities.
ARTICLE 2 - ORGANISATION OF THE COOPERATION

CEU is allowed to send one observer to attend the activities performed within the Task XIV. The name of the observer is Silvia Rezessy. The participation will be under the supervision of the Operating Agent appointed by IEA-DSM to chair the Task XIV activities: Mr Antonio Capozza. The observer may participate in experts meetings and open workshops planned in the Task XIV workplan. The observer will receive full documentation of the above experts meetings and open workshops.

ARTICLE 3 - COSTS

No participation costs will be required to CEU by IEA-DSM for the cooperation of the above art. 2. The observer organisation will have to pay in full their own costs for travels, board and lodging.

ARTICLE 4 - CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

Documents, drawings and other confidential information that CEU receives from IEA-DSM in connection with this MOU, may not be used for documents as papers, Doctoral Theses etc, unless explicitly authorised by the OA. IEA-DSM is not responsible of the use that CEU will make of the information they obtained attending the activities of Task XIV.

ARTICLE 5 - DURATION OF THE AGREEMENT

This Agreement shall become effective upon the signature by all Parties. This Agreement shall terminate when at least one of the following conditions occurs:
   - when the Task XIV has been completed
   - when the Parties have unanimously so decided.

ARTICLE 14 - NOTICE

All legal and administrative communications or notices provided for herein shall be delivered, mailed or faxed addressed as follows:

  to IEA-DSM:
    Attention to: Hans NILSSON / Antonio CAPOZZA
to CEU:

Attention to: ......... / Silvia Rezessy

In witness whereof the Parties have duly executed this Agreement in 2 (two) originals

for and on behalf of

IEA-DSM

..................  
(date)

..................
(signature)

..................
(name/title)

for and on behalf of

CEU

..................  
(date)

..................
(signature)

..................
(name/title)